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Abstract

It is a well-known fact that advice-giving practices may differ from culture to culture. While some societies such as British culture refrain from giving advice, others such as Turkish may prefer to give advice perceiving it as an indication of solidarity. Thus, precautions for preventing this nature of advice is taken by language itself in a systematic way through the employment of metadiscoursive elements. Thus, taking advice as a starting point for understanding metadiscursive aspects of language, this study will observe the tendencies in advice-giving in digital discourse through hedges and boosters. The data were analysed quantitatively and qualitatively, and patterns in the employment of hedges and boosters were uncovered. In addition, contexts in which the use of metapragmatic items were identified and contrasted to find out the functions of hedge and booster preferences in advice-giving. The findings of the study indicate the use of hedges and boosters in speech acts and their interpretation should be evaluated in terms of the use of that specific speech act and the tendencies cultures use in advice-giving is uncovered through this study.
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1. Introduction

Advice is an important aspect of human nature. When there is a problem people try to solve that problem through advice giving. Advice giving is culture-specific. For example, advice-giving is face-threatening in British culture or is welcomed in another culture. Therefore, precautions for preventing this nature of advice is taken by language itself in a systematic way by the employment of hedges and boosters. Hedging has the effect of decreasing epistemic commitment and expanding discursive space and it is realized by some linguistic resources such as appearance-based evidential verbs (it seems, it appears that), mental process verbs (the research suggests, indicates), modal verbs of probability (may, might, could), approximate adverbs (generally, likely, possibly), downtoners and minimizers (somewhat, almost, nearly) (Lancaster & Aull 2014, p.10). Contrary to hedging, boosters increase the epistemic commitment and they are realized through amplifying and intensifying adverbs such as
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absolutely, clearly, definitely, surely. In other words, users of languages employ hedges and boosters either to lessen or strengthen their force of utterance and they are able to create a different effect via these linguistic units.

According to Kussmaul (1997, p. 74) a hedge is ‘hiding behind a hedge’. What this definition indicates is that the author of the text refrains from taking responsibility for the propositional truth of his utterance and downtoning what he is proposing and aims to appear more objective to the audience. Kussmaul (1997) mentions the fact that the interpretation of hedges should be understood according to the type of speech act used.

When the dictionary definition of hedges are taken into consideration, most important entry for linguists on hedges is ‘a cautious or evasive statement; and verb (intransitive) to evade decision or action, especially by making non-committal statements (Collins English Dictionary). Starting with this definition, Scholars have different points of view about hedging and they indicate its functions according to their opinion regarding them. The definition of hedging is known to have started with Lakoff and according to Lakoff (1972, p. 471) hedges are defined as ‘words or phrases whose job is to make things fuzzy’. According to his point of view, the sentences may be true to a certain extent or if they are false they can be false to a certain extent, but all in all they are neither true nor false completely in essence.

However, from a different perspective hedges and boosters can act as regulators of politeness and face notions and this point of view was put forward by Brown and Levinson (1987). In their theory, hedging gains face-preserving status and regulates social relations. Brown and Levinson (1987) state that hedges modify illocutionary force’ either by mitigating or softening a piece of discourse and achieve politeness as a result of this mitigation or softening.

From politeness perspective, hedges prevent direct communication and they are realized in a cautious manner and this ‘cautiousness’ can be interpreted in terms of the notion face (Spencer-Oatey & Ruhi, 2007) which can be explained by the fact that people pay attention and use hedges not to threaten the face of the other party a person is interacting with.

According to Spencer-Oatey (2008, p. 23) while boosters increase the force of the speech acts, hedges reduce or weaken this force. Although hedging and boosting is described as a technique valid only for academic writing, the use of hedges and boosters in informal settings and everyday life is an indication that it can be observed in other settings as well and advice-giving is one of those settings where scholars can observe them and it is necessary to study the relation between advice-giving and the employment of metadiscursive elements like hedges and boosters.

1.1. Literature review

Advice giving is a common activity that people encounter in their daily life. A part from the presence of advice in personal level among friends, it can be observed in institutional settings as well (Locher, 2006). According to Locher (2006) advice-giving is a context-sensitive concept and what this may mean is that it needs to be studied in its own right as it is not possible for the advice given in a certain context to be similar with an advice in another setting.

Advice has been studied extensively by Locher (2006) in agony aunt’s column and she classified hedges and boosters as strategies in terms of politeness strategies. Advice columns have been investigated by some scholars. Locher (2006) studied American advice column extensively from many perspectives such as discourse, identity and politeness. Morrow (2012) also dealt with advice giving in Japanese online advice column from politeness perspective. In Turkish context Bayraktaroğlu (2001) studied face to face interaction and as a result of the study she found that Turkish advice-giving is sensitive to relations and changes according to whether the relations between adviser and advisee are intimate or not. What she means is that when the adviser and advisee had intimate relations between
each other, advice was expected and it was a way to build rapport inside friendships. Thus, there can be more studies concerning advice in Turkish context in order to uncover how advice acts within Turkish context.

1.2. Research questions

The research question of the study is as the following:

- What are the common forms of hedges and boosters in advice texts?

2. Method

The data was gathered from the traditional Turkish advice columnist’s site ‘Güzin abla’ which appears digitally in a local newspaper. The first person to give advice to advice-seekers was Güzin Sayar and upon her death in 2006, her daughter (Feyza Algan) continued her mission and started giving advice in the same newspaper column. She gives advice to advice-seekers on every problem they face ranging from love matters, beauty, marriage to health problems and many other problems that people experience in life. Since before 2007 the first agony aunt was giving advice to the advice seekers, the data was collected from the second generation agony aunt’s period starting from 2007 to 2020.

2.1. Data Analysis

According to table 1, the data analysis of the study was conducted by an eclectic taxonomy carried out by Bayyurt (2010), Doyuran (2009) and Yarar (2001):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A: HEDGES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistemic Hedges</td>
<td>adverbials (e.g., kısmen ‘relatively’, kolayca ‘easily’, tabi ki ‘of course’, tamamen ‘entirely’), epistemic modals (e.g., ability markers -AbI+-Ir); meli permutations (meli+dIr); acak permutations (acak+dIr), epistemic verbs (e.g., belirtmek ‘indicate’, önermek ‘suggest’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical Hedges</td>
<td>az ‘few’, belki ‘maybe’, bir tür ‘kind of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility hedges</td>
<td>belki ‘perhaps/possibly’, mültemelen ‘perhaps’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtoners</td>
<td>kısmen ‘partly’, neredeyse ‘nearly’, oldukça ‘fairly/somewhat’, yaklaşık ‘more or less’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertive Pronouns</td>
<td>biri/birisi ‘somebody/anybody’, bir kimse ‘someone’, bir şey ‘something’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverbs of Frequency</td>
<td>bazen/nadiren ‘occasionally’, sikılıkla ‘often’, çoğunlukla ‘frequently’, genellikle ‘usually’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-mention (Direct/Indirect Person markers)</td>
<td>ben ‘I’, biz ‘we’, benim ‘my’, insanlar ‘people’ insanların ‘people’s’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B: BOOSTERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Pronouns</td>
<td>Her- ‘Every’, Hiç- ‘No-’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifiers</td>
<td>Çok ‘extremely’, aşırı ‘extremely’, tamamen ‘completely’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphatics</td>
<td>Asla ‘no way’, elbette ‘sure’, muhakkak ‘sure’ It is important ‘önemlidir’, It is essential ‘gereklidir.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Data collection

The data for this study was collected in two stages. In the first stage, the data were transcribed and the frequencies of the hedging devices in the data were identified and the contexts in which various categories of hedging devices were employed.

3. Results and Discussion

The following table displays the use of hedges and boosters in the agony aunt’s advice data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of Hedges and boosters in the agony aunt’s advice data:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 2.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total hedges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total boosters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 3, hedges were more frequently used than boosters in advice letters written by the agony aunt. Hedges formed 63.3% (280), while boosters 36.6% (162) of the corpus.

Since advice-giving and hedging are both culturally determined, it can be observed that advice-giving is cautiously carried out by the use of hedges in order not to impose a proposition on the problem-seekers while advising and save his face as a result (Locher, 2006, p.114) (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Hyland & Hyland (2012, p. 61) studied teacher’s advice to students and they found that hedging was employed in advice contexts to mitigate the force of utterances. As Locher (2006, p.114) mentions hedge use is perceived as normal in cultures where advice is taken as face-threatening. On the contrary, it is striking to observe that although advice as a speech act is not risky in Turkish culture (Bayraktaroğlu, 2001) when compared to Anglo-Saxon cultures (Locher, 2006 : Brown & Levinson, 1987; Hinkel, 1994; Hinkel, 1997) still the results of our study indicate that hedges are employed to reduce its risky nature.

Therefore, it can be said that in our corpus the agony aunt cautiously downtones the advice she is giving to her problem-seekers which demonstrates her hesitation of losing face and self-esteem while advising her readers. There may be two reasonable interpretations for doing so: First, the agony aunt may consider protecting herself as there can be many interpretations of advice. Second, she can consider the advice-seeker’s face needs by employing a mitigation on the advice she is giving (Locher, 2006, p.116).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Overall Distribution of the main categories of hedging devices in the Turkish agony aunts column:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistemic Hedges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical Hedges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility Hedges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtoners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of words in the advice letters were 6768, and the number of letters written by the agony aunt were 50 as mentioned previously and the total number of hedging employed within advice context was 442. According to the table, there were two metadiscursive markers that were frequently employed by the agony aunt respectively Epistemic Hedges and Amplifiers. Epistemic hedges were the most frequently used category in advice column which formed 43.4 % (192) of the metadiscursive markers in the corpus. This finding is consistent with Hyland & Hyland (2012, p.196) and their study of teacher feedbacks where they found the extensive use of hedges for toning down criticisms in order to establish a good relation and rapport with the students.

Example from our data is as the following:

Example 1:

Karşılaştığın şiddet giderek artabilir, çünkü erkeğin eli bir kere kalktı mı arkası gelir… Hemde çok can yakacak şekle dönüsebilir. (3 Ağustos 2018) (G34)

(The violence you are facing may increase day by day, because once a man’s hand lays on you it will continue. It can turn into an ordeal.)

In the example given the agony aunt accounts for the advice-seeker’s situation in a cautious manner. She assesses the situation of the advice-seeker by considering the possible options. The agony aunt employs various epistemic hedges to give advice to problem-seekers which indicates the multifunctional purposes of epistemic hedges in various cultures.

The second most frequently employed metadiscursive marker in our data is the employment of amplifiers which form 26.01 % (115) of the data. Similar to hedges, amplifiers that belong to informal discourse (Hinkel, 2005, p. 31) fulfill different functions in different cultures. In Turkish culture, for example, amplifiers have the effect of indicating the reliability of a proposition and they can also add some uncertainty to negative verbs as well (Doyuran, 2009, p.96). In English culture amplifiers have the effect of exaggerating and creating hyperbole (Hinkel, 2005, p.31). Leech (1983, p.146) reports that amplifiers enhance politeness and shows your interest in the topic. In some other cultures such as Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese where exaggerations and overstatements are expected in
terms of rhetorical devices, amplifiers can indicate indirectness, persuasiveness (Oliver, 1972) (Hinkel, 2005, p.34) and emphasis and intensity as well (Taylor, 1995).

Example 2:
Eşin de belli ki, senin bu aşırı kıskançlıgtan fazlasıyla şikayetçi. (24 Temmuz 2020)
(It is certain that your husband is also complaining about your extreme jealousy.)

In example 2, the agony aunt shows empathy to his advice-seeker and indicates that she understands her related to the sexual desire the advice-seekers husband demonstrates. The use of the amplifier aşırı ‘extreme’ by the agony aunt.

Another example from the data is as the following:

Example 3:
Sevgili kızım, ben “Beni dövüyor ama aslında seviyor” diyebilen kadınlar için gerçekten çok üzülüyorum. (16 Nisan 2018)
(My dear, I really feel extremely sorry for women who can say ‘He beats me but in reality he loves me’.)

In this example, the advice-seeker’s husband is beating her and she shares this problem with the agony aunt by defending her husband saying he loves me. Since the agony aunt is against violence she uses two intensifiers ‘really’ and ‘extremely’ to strengthen her proposition and at the same time she indicates her certainty.

Example 4:
İster Batı ülkelerinde olsun, ister bizde, amaçları sadece biraz eğlentektir; çünkü bir genç kız heyecanlandırdıklarını görebil bundan aşırı keyif alırlar.
(Whether in Western countries or in our country, their aim is just to have a little fun; because they get extreme pleasure from their ability to excite a girl.)

According to the table, other metadiscursive categories (i.e. self-mentions, possibility hedges, emphatics, universal pronouns, assertive pronouns, lexical hedges) were infrequently used metadiscursive markers in the corpus. The metadiscursive category downtoners were not employed by the agony aunt. This section of the article attempts to account for the infrequent uses other metadiscursive categories.

Accounting for the less frequent forms of hedges:
Self-mention forms, Possibility Hedges, Assertive Pronouns, Adverbs of Frequency, Lexical Hedges

In our corpus, self-mention forms formed 8.5% (38) of the data. Contrary to academic texts which are formal (Hyland, 2001), advice letters considered as informal pieces of discourse, we observe the use of self-mention forms more often. Nonetheless, all writing carries some information about the author but it is the writer’s task to project himself or not which is consciously done (Hyland, 2001).

After self-mention forms, respectively possibility markers that form 6.7% (30) of the data, Assertive pronouns that form 3.1% of the data (14), adverbs of frequency forms that form 0.9% (4) of the data and lexical hedges formed 0.4%(2) of the data were found to be less-frequent forms in the corpus.

Possibility hedges formed 6.7%(30) of the data, while lexical hedges formed 0.4%(2) of the data. This can be attributed to the fact that Turkish language uses a rich variety of epistemic hedges in
giving advice and as a result, possibility hedges and lexical hedges were not the preferred markers in advice letters written by the agony aunt.

**Lexical hedges, assertive pronouns and adverbs of frequency**

Varying in their degree of formality, adverbs of frequency similar to lexical hedges and assertive pronouns are defined as ‘inherently vague’ (Channel, 1994). Considered from this perspective, the agony does not want to present herself as someone who is giving advice in a vague fashion.

The third frequently employed category is the use of lexical hedges that form 14.6% (77) of the data. The difference between epistemic hedges and lexical hedges lies in the fact that while epistemic hedges modify the entire proposition, lexical hedges modify and delimit the meanings of nouns, adjectives and adverbs (Quirk et al., 1985).

**Accounting for the less frequent forms of boosters: Emphatics, Universal Pronouns**

There were two infrequent use of boosters respectively, universal pronouns and emphatics. Emphatics were used 6.3% (28) of the data. According to Hyland (1998, p.19) the use of emphatics create a ‘credible image of authority’. Hyland (1998, p.17) studied CEOs letters and found that the frequent use of emphatics demonstrated a confident, decisive image indicating assurance and conviction. Since agony aunt does not want to create an authoritative image for herself as she is interacting with her readers in a friendly way, she does not employ emphatics frequently in the corpus.

Second infrequent form in the data was universal pronoun forms which comprised 4.2% (19) of the data. The infrequent use of these markers could be attributed to the their being marked as exaggeratives and similar to English academic writing style they are not encountered in Turkish language as well (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). Since these markers carry positive and negative polarity when generalising something with every- and no-, it can be said that the Turkish agony aunt refrains from making over generalizations in her letters.

4. **Conclusion**

Through the employment of hedges and boosters or more generally metadiscursive items, a successful communication is established. In other words, when giving advice if the speaker is able to use these interactional markers in the right place, this may indicate that he can give advice successfully or he can complain without being impolite. Thus, being aware of these interactional markers and the study of them linguistically can open up new horizons for communication and for societies. This study uncovered the use of hedges and boosters in advice giving in an agony aunt’s column and thus dealt with non-academic discourse. Other speech acts (i.e. complaints) can be studied through the use of hedges and boosters and the metadiscursive features of non-academic texts can reveal the cultural elements of societies.

The results of the study indicate that although in Turkish culture where advice opens up space for sharing problems with other people and establish solidarity, in our corpus hedges were employed to mitigate the force of advice-giving by the agony aunt.

In the corpus examined, epistemic hedges and amplifiers were employed by the agony aunt to give advice to the advice-seekers. It can be said that in Turkish language epistemic hedges are used frequently to save face and the varieties of epistemic hedges have the power of giving advice to the advice-seekers. The extensive use of amplifiers can be seen as a way to persuade advice-seekers to perform the advice the agony aunt is giving. Nevertheless, Turkish advice requires to be studied from many angles. Other speech acts, a part from advice could be studied as well to interpret the use of hedges and boosters in specific languages.
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